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For some time, it has been considered that cycling natural uranium fuel elements

through the Q/-_ transformation point (approx. 662 C) is a contributing factor

in split type ruptures. This hypothesis is based upon the fact that the transi-

tion temperature_a one per cent increase in volume occurs. It is reasoned that
as the uranium hardens under irradiation, it becomes progressively less able to

adjust to the severe stresses imposed by the volume change as the material cycles

through the qF -/3 transformation point. Failure finally occurs by a splitting
of the core.

The IPD is now interested in evaluating some of the effects of reactor operation

upon fuel performance. It appears that the life of solid fuel elements may be

prolonged if sudden changes in reactor operation cau be minimized. It is the

ourpose of this report to bring to the attention of FPD management the ne_ ideas

toeing developed in the IPD on split type failures and to point out the effect
such thinking may have on future fuel element development activities. Based on
a discussion with personnel in IPD_ there is reasonable hope that the performance

of solid fuel elements will not be limited by the c_ - _ transformation, and that

the solid geometrJ can be used to advantage in all HAPO production reactors.

_ DISCUSSION

Based on some observations of R.R. Bloomstrand of IPD, a hypothesis is being
develooed which is significant in that the failure mechanism is primarily depen-

dent upon variables in reactor operating conditions, rather than fuel limitations.
In this hypothesis, the fuel element is visualized as becoming "conditioned" to
the narticular reactor environment in which it normally operates. This "condition-

ing"" is demendent upon normal power levels, core operating temperatures, and the
rates of changes between variables. Under this hypothesis the c_ -/3 transforma-

tion point becomes secondary to the "conditioning" received during previous
irradiation. It has been demonstrated that after about 200 MWD/T exposure, the

metal has lost most of the original ductility_ and a significant change in the

other physical properties has occurred. By this time, the mode of operation has
become essentially fixed, and any sudden deviation above the normal operating con-

dition causes the element to be stressed beyond the operating range. Under these

conditions, splitting of the core may occur. This hypothesis assumes the "condi-

tioning" establishes the maximum limits for each particular fuel element, but that

satisfactory performance can be achieved anywhere within these pre-established
limits.

In searching around for a plausible explanation of this mechanism, R. G. Post has

proposed .;hefollowing:
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Thermal Diffusion: ,_..,Durlng.b_:'izTadiat_f the natural uranium, it is
probable that a _radient is establis_ed'"_" thermal diffusion of fission

products or lattic_ def_cts"'Wi_hin the f_ae_._emsnt. Since this concen-

tration gradient"is _ .f._nctiqnof th_"t'e._p_ture gradient, it would also
be a function of the operat'i_@"cgfiditi_n_s'.::r'"Itis assumed that this

gradient will be established in a manner which will result in the minimum

energy, hence minimum stress for the particular environment° Thus a change
._ 1 ",.,,=, will resultin environment_ such as an incr,,_asein operating _,,mperatA,__

in a gr_ater stress than would ,_ave been encountered had the gradien_ been
established at this higher temperature. Such a stress may prove sufficient

to rupture the fuel core ° Under this mechanism, a gradual increase to a new,

higher temperature can be accommodated, while a sudden shift may induce a
" " core failure.

Irradiation Hardening: Although the mechanism of irradiation hardening is

not fully understood_ the ductil_.ty and other physical properties of the metal

change as a function of exposure. The temperature gradien_ in th,a cor_

establishes stresses by differenti_ul thermal expansion. If the cor_ has

sufficient duc_ll_¥, these stresse_ are r_l_,___d by yielding° If the

original ductility of the uranium i._,r_duced by irradiation_ the unrelieved
szress increases until fracture of the core can occur. It is conceivable

that gradual changes in reactor operating conditions can be accommodated

by relieving these stresses by a creep mechanism°

_#nether either of these mechanisms explain the phenomena is not known. It is

interesting to note, however_ that certain observations are being investigated

which add weight to this hypothesis. These include the belief that certain tubes

,,_ in KW reactor are operating in the _ phase without failure. Although this is
based, on theor___ical caicuiations# definite evidence of _ phase operation has "been

detected by Radiome%allurgy in un_ptured fuel elements in isolated cas_.s. Addi_

tional studies arm underway to estimate the exten_ of _ phase_ operation in KE and
KW°

It has been known for some time that a rash of ruptures usually follows a radical

increase in reactor power. This can be explained by considering tha_ as a result

of such a change in operating conditions, many fuel elements that are above 200

MWD/T would be suddenly forced to operate higher than the limits previously estab-
lished by the "conditioning" process. Under these conditions, ruptures could occur

in all areas of the r.-actor, and include some elements whlc_ had previously become

accustomed to operating at some relatively low core temperaturm o

It is bmlieved by R. R. Blcoms%rand tha_ the fast startup is one of th_ most

detrimental operations as far as fuel element performance- is concerned. At this

time, the reactor is in a highly unsmable state, and the flux variation is

particularly swift and violent. Consider for example the attached drawing of a

near-side tube during "all rod out startup" in which the reactor is waiting for

the Xenon to decay off to permit a minimum outageo It is a well established fact
that the near-_ide tubes do not follow an even cosine flux des:ribution, but con-

tain depressed areas which are normally distorted by the presence of the hori-

zontal control rods. (See drawing in Appendix A)
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Since the flux prior to shut down is normally depressed at these points_ it is
reasonable to assume there is less Xenon there. Under the conditions of an "all

rod out startup" these areas become highly reactive, and it is likely the specific

power generation of i._4.ividualfuel elements may exceed their normal operating out-

put by a sizable factor@ Since the solid fuel element may be unable to swiftly
adjust to changes of this magnitude, failure may occur@ The I & E fuel element

may be much less susceptible to failure from these causes since they operate at
a much lower core temperature ° "

As a result of these observations, the Process Analysis Operation of IPD has

prepared a set of recommendations for the consideration of the operations group@
These include :

o

1. A "rupture control point"(expressed as outlet tube temperature or kq4/tube)
is established for each reactor@ This may be determined emperically or

based on other operating limits.

2. The reactor is divided into two zones as follows: Zone I extends

approximately from the center through the enrichment ring. The remainder

of the reactor is considered Zone II. During startup, the reactor is

limited so that no tubes exceed 95_ of the Rupture Control Point (RCP)

in Zone I, or 85% of _he RCP in Zone II. If it does_ a scram is recom-

mended, because it is believed the reactor is too unstable, and out of
control.

3. During normal equilibrium opera_ion_ the reactor is limited by 100% of
the RCP@ A scram is recommended if this limit is exceeded.

":_ 4 o The final recommendation limits the rate of power assention to a new

level at lO MW/shift, made at a gradual ra_m @

These recommendations are offered as an arbitrar7 limit to help in controling the

EAPO reactors@ Since they have a high degree of uncertainz.7_ they are offered by

the IPD Process Analysis Operation only as a sta._ting point. The reactor opera-

tions groups have not yet been convinced of the merit of such a proposal, and are

not in full agreemen_ on some of the limits. It is indeed encouraging _o see

the recognition of this problem by the Reactor people.

The Significance of this Program to FPD

While IPD has recognized for some time the importance of reactor variables on fuel

- element performance: a conc__rted effort is now being exerted toward a better

understanding of how they may be controlled. The significance to FPD of these

hypothesis lies in the fact that it renews the hope that potentially the solid

fuel elements may be capable of operating at power levels considerably above pre-

sent expectations o If the importance of reactor operation on fuel element per-

formance can be as great as anticipated, the f__asibility to return to _olid fuel
elements may be quite real.
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IPD is reported to be using the IBM 702 to correlate data on fuel element per-
formance o Although the system is too new to arrive at any definite conclusions,
the preliminary data appears encouraging. It is conceivable, ho_ever, that the
significant data is not yet being tabulated. An example of such data might be
the duration and extent of flux distribution which at present cannot be.determined°
It is hoped, however, that this ne_ tool will point out areas where more data is
needed or will spot variables which can definitely be correlated@

FPD msnagement should be kept informed of the progress in this program so that ap-
propriate action may be included to promote and expedite this effort when thm
opportunity arises.
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